The study of transgenic Arabidopsis lines with altered vascular patterns has revealed key players in the venation process, but details of the vascularization process are still unclear, partly because most lines have only been assessed qualitatively. Therefore, quantitative analyses are required to identify subtle perturbations in the pattern and to test dynamic modeling hypotheses using biological measurements. We developed an online framework, designated Leaf Image Analysis Interface (LIMANI), in which venation patterns are automatically segmented and measured on dark-field images. Image segmentation may be manually corrected through use of an interactive interface, allowing supervision and rectification steps in the automated image analysis pipeline and ensuring high-fidelity analysis. This online approach is advantageous for the user in terms of installation, software updates, computer load and data storage. The framework was used to study vascular differentiation during leaf development and to analyze the venation pattern in transgenic lines with contrasting cellular and leaf size traits. The results show the evolution of vascular traits during leaf development, suggest a self-organizing mechanism for leaf venation patterning, and reveal a tight balance between the number of end-points and branching points within the leaf vascular network that does not depend on the leaf developmental stage and cellular content, but on the leaf position on the rosette. These findings indicate that development of LIMANI improves understanding of the interaction between vascular patterning and leaf growth.
INTRODUCTION
The vascular system of plants consists of a continuous network of vascular bundles (Esau, 1965) . This network plays a crucial role in the mechanical support and transport of fluids within, from and towards leaves. The xylem is the main conduit for minerals and water, whereas the phloem ensures the transfer of dissolved photoassimilates. Both tissues comprise a number of specialized cell types, but all vascular cells differentiate from a single meristematic tissue, the procambium. Procambial cells are the first visible indication of specification during the vascular patterning process (Busse and Evert, 1999) , and the phytohormone auxin has been identified as the initial signal triggering their formation. Gradually restricted auxin transport routes, visualized by the expression domains of the PIN-FORMED1 (PIN1) auxin efflux carrier, define sites of procambium formation (Scarpella et al., 2006; Wenzel et al., 2007) . During leaf development in Arabidopsis, this process produces a reticulate pattern that becomes more complex as the leaf develops (Candela et al., 1999; Scarpella et al., 2006; Wenzel et al., 2007) . Secondary veins are joined in a series of prominent arches, leading to classification of Arabidopsis venation as brochidodromous (Hickey, 1988) . Although many mutants with altered leaf venation patterns have been identified (Scarpella and Meijer, 2004; Sieburth and Deyholos, 2006) , most have only been assessed qualitatively. The fact that vascular phenotypes have been identified visually suggests that perturbation of the vascular network in these mutants is relatively strong. Previous studies have demonstrated the usefulness of quantification of vascular traits, such as vein thickness, vein density, distributions of branching angles and vein lengths, and the number of branching points, free-ending veins and loops (Hill, 1980; Candela et al., 1999; Bohn et al., 2002; Steynen and Schultz, 2003; Kang and Dengler, 2004; Alonso-Peral et al., 2006; Brodribb et al., 2007; Boyce et al., 2009; Rolland-Lagan et al., 2009; Brodribb and Feild, 2010; Price et al., 2011) . As manual analysis of these traits is very laborious and time-consuming, most analyses focused on part of the leaf. Recently, two enhanced methods have been described that allow quantification of the linear dimensions of vein patterns in entire leaves: a tool that allows manual vein pattern tracing (Rolland-Lagan et al., 2009 ) and a framework for manual vein extraction with built-in image analysis and drawing functions (Price et al., 2011) . Both methods rely completely on user input, do not allow analysis of a batch of pictures, and are relatively time-consuming. Here, we introduce an online framework, Leaf Image Analysis Interface (LIMANI), for analysis of vascular networks in leaves, which automatically segments and measures venation patterns in a batch of cleared leaf images. The framework also includes a userfriendly interactive interface, enabling manual segmentation corrections for high-precision analysis. Using this framework, we investigated vascular differentiation throughout leaf development, and examined the role of cellular traits and leaf growth traits on vascular patterning in transgenic Arabidopsis lines.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Online analysis of vascular patterns using the interactive interface LIMANI Here we describe LIMANI, an online image analysis framework which includes the possibility of manual image segmentation corrections. The online approach allows complete freedom for the developer and has a number of advantages for the user: the tool does not require installation, avoiding problems of operating system compatibility and software dependency, as encountered with image analysis libraries, and the user always has access to the most recent software version and can run the analysis on a remote server, preventing local overload of the user's machine and avoiding data loss by a back-up system. Furthermore, the framework was built in a modular fashion, making it relatively straightforward to plug different image processing and analysis algorithms into the same interface. Imaging tools often consist of two major parts: segmentation of an image for extraction of the content of interest, followed by measurement and calculation of specific traits. Thus, numerous applications within and beyond plant research may be integrated into LIMANI.
The LIMANI framework incorporates an image analysis algorithm for quantification of vascular patterns in Arabidopsis leaves. In this application, vascular networks are extracted from dark-field images of whole-mount, cleared leaves, and the extracted networks are quantified. Furthermore, the image analysis algorithm is implemented into an interactive user interface (Figure 1 ). To start, the user adds a new task or group by uploading images to the server and setting a number of image analysis parameters. Next, the user is directed to the task overview page, showing the status and parameter settings of all the user tasks in the database. Here, the user can compare and summarize the results of selected tasks or groups. Grouping biological replicates enables a quick comparison between genotypes by calculating mean values and SE for each genotype. Every task is also linked to its task detail page, which visually represents the extracted venation pattern and the values of the vascular parameters calculated from the extracted pattern. Furthermore, the user can re-start the segmentation algorithm with different initial parameter settings or review the extraction by making manual adjustments to the segmentation in a user-friendly manner. This latter possibility functions as a supervision and rectification step in the automated image analysis pipeline, making the analysis tool less of a 'black box' and ensuring that the output quality is in line with the user's expectations.
The review page contains an interactive canvas that allows editing and drawing of lines in the web interface, linking user-defined changes to the segmentation of the vascular network. The implemented drawing tools provide the opportunity to zoom in or out, scroll, change colors, select, move or remove complete vascular segments or parts thereof, draw free-ending segments and connect existing segments using a freehand or segmented linedrawing tool, and save corrections. 'Undo' and 're-do' functionalities are also implemented. In the review page, the segmentation consists of multiple layers that can be hidden or visualized. Combined with the input image displayed in the background, the extracted and actual networks can be compared quickly. After approval of the adjusted segmentation, the vascular network is updated and sent to the server for quantification.
In essence, we have created an online interface to run image analysis algorithms for quantification of vascular networks in leaves, allowing us to control and rectify the automatically extracted patterns by incorporation of an interactive drawing application. This approach provides a fast, user-friendly and reliable method to analyze vascular networks in Arabidopsis leaves.
Extraction of vascular networks
The first and most important step is extraction of the vascular network. A gray-scale mathematical morphology image analysis algorithm (Dougherty and Lotufo, 2003) executes a sequence of functions on an input image (see below). The input image of choice is a dark-field picture of a single leaf cleared first in ethanol and then in lactic acid and mounted in lactic acid (Figure 2a ). Dark-field microscopy creates a high contrast between the vascular strands and the background, primarily by light scattering on differentiated xylem vessels, and preferably an intermediate brightness within the leaf tissue. Starch accumulation in the leaf can complicate visualization of the vascular pattern, but clearing with chloral hydrate solution usually resolves this issue.
In the first image analysis step, the leaf is extracted from the background by recursive opening and closing of the input image using an increasing structuring element that results in an enhanced contrast between leaf and background while preserving the global shape of the structure (Figure 2b) . The leaf is then extracted by thresholding the image, in which the threshold is a user-defined fraction of the mean intensity of the entire image. When the segmentation yields more than one object, due to the presence of an air bubble for instance, the largest object is assumed to be the leaf. Possible holes in the resulting leaf mask are filled automatically. The intersection between this leaf mask and the original image results in removal of the background (Figure 2c ). The leaf margin is obtained by subtraction of the leaf mask erosion from its dilation (Figure 2d) . The next step is extraction of the vascular pattern from the leaf. To remove the local background within the leaf, recursive opening and closing with an increasing structuring element is again applied (Figure 2e ). In this case, the number of iterations is fewer than those for leaf segmentation to preserve local differences in background intensities. Subtraction of the resulting image from the leaf image results in a gray-scale extraction of the vascular pattern (Figure 2f ). Gray-scale dilation, to highlight the venation, is followed by thresholding using an adjustable percentage of the maximum intensity of the image (Figures 2g and S1a). Small structures disconnected from the vascular network are removed in a few steps, depending on their size and proximity to the network (Figures 2h and S1b) and the resulting binary image is thinned, after which small spurs are removed by end-point detection and recursive pruning of small segments (Figures 2i and S1c number of disconnected components is determined, and the vascular network is assumed to be the largest component. This step removes disconnected structures from the network, such as trichomes, that are often also illuminated by dark-field imaging. As a consequence, the algorithm is only suited for extraction of interconnected vascular networks. Hence, mutants such as fkd2/sfc/van3, trn1, trn2, cvp1 and cvp2, which generate a vascular pattern consisting of vascular islands (Carland et al., 1999; Deyholos et al., 2000; Steynen and Schultz, 2003; Cnops et al., 2006) , cannot be analyzed by the algorithm. The picture segmentation is completed by combining the extracted leaf margin and venation pattern by addition of the two images ( Figure 2j ). These steps represent the workflow by which the leaf margin and vascular network are segmented from a darkfield leaf image. Subsequently, the resulting pattern is quantified (see below), and, as mentioned before, is made available in the interactive drawing application for visual control, rectification and approval of the network, ensuring segmentation of the vascular pattern with the desired quality.
Quantification of vascular traits
Once the vascular network and leaf margins have been extracted, the next step is to quantify the vascular parameters. The actual measurements are implemented in a second algorithm for which the input is the vascular pattern and leaf margin obtained using the first algorithm ( Figure 3a ). The algorithm is partly derived from an approach developed previously for analysis of in vitro vascular networks in human endothelial cell cultures (Mezentzev et al., 2005; Merks et al., 2006) . First, the leaf lamina is defined and separated from the petiole in a standardized manner to avoid the possibility that petiole length affects leaf size and vascular measurements. The leaf lamina is separated by recursive dilation of the binary leaf margin image, closing the petiole (Figure 3b ). Recursive thinning of this object results in a closed object, excluding most of the petiole (Figure 3c ). The area enclosed by both this object and the leaf margin defines the leaf lamina. The vascular network to be analyzed is reduced to the part inside the leaf lamina by taking the intersection of both (Figure 3d ). Because the segmentation algorithm extracts the vascular pattern as a four-connected skeletonized line, branching points and endpoints in the network can be identified as pixels with three or four neighbors and those with only one neighbor, respectively ( Figure 3e ). Points positioned on vascular strands have two neighbors. Branching points that are in close proximity to each other (fewer than seven pixels) are considered as a single branching point because this is how it would be defined by visual recording. Subtraction of branching points from the vascular pattern divides the network into disconnected lines, hereafter called vascular elements. The network is then represented as a graph structure, defining which branching points and end-points are connected to which vascular elements, and the topology of each vascular element is defined by its coordinates. The above transformations allow a more mathematical and faster processing of the data. To measure vein lengths, the detected vascular elements are sub-divided into line sections of user-defined length. The length of a vein is calculated as the sum of the Euclidean distances between the end-points of the line sections. The total length of the vascular system in the leaf is the sum of the lengths of each vascular element. The graph structure allows determination of whether a vascular element is connected to an end-point or links two branching points, enabling calculation of the mean length of the free-ending and enclosed veins. Furthermore, LIMANI provides an output list that includes the lengths of all individual vascular elements. The areoles (areas in the lamina surrounded by vascular strands) are also extracted from the graph structure, and their number and mean areas are calculated ( Figure 3f ). All length and area measurements are calibrated from pixels to standard units based on a userdefined calibration value. Finally, vascular density (vein length per unit area) and complexity (sum of the number of end-points, branching points and vascular elements) are calculated. The number of branching points has been used previously to represent vascular complexity (Hamada et al., 2000; Jun et al., 2002) . Kang et al. (2007) remarked correctly that the number of end-points provides additional information on the complexity of a venation network. Adding the term 'number of vascular elements' to the equation allows discrimination between networks that show an altered ratio between three-way and four-way junctions at vascular branching points, giving a complete representation of the factors affecting vascular complexity. Hence, LIMANI determines ten measures of the vascular network starting from a dark-field cleared leaf picture, providing quantitative values for the biologically most relevant vascular traits (Table S1 ).
Vascular differentiation throughout leaf development
Using LIMANI, we analyzed development of the venation pattern in the third leaf of Arabidopsis (Col-0) to examine evolution of the vascular features during leaf growth. Leaves were analyzed at 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19 , and 21 days after stratification (DAS) (n ‡ 10). The analysis started after differentiation of the midvein, which was only apparent in 20% of the samples at 10 DAS. This timing implies that the vascular differentiation process starts at the transition from primary to secondary leaf morphogenesis, which also occurs at approximately day 10 (Andriankaja M., Dhondt S., De Bodt S., Inzé D., unpublished data). Early during this period, the leaf lamina grows exponentially, with a progressive decrease in the relative expansion rate after day 14 (Figure 4a ), while the vascular pattern length increases at a constant (exponential) rate from day 11 to 14, after which the rate of increase gradually declines (Figure 4b) . Furthermore, the vascular density increased to 3.2 mm mm )2 at 14 DAS, and then rapidly decreased to 1.7 mm mm )2 (Figure 4c ), indicating that the vascular pattern extends faster than growth of the leaf blade during the exponential growth phase, but undergoes a slower increase later during development. This developmental trend in vascular density is comparable to that previously identified in juvenile and more adult rosette leaves of Arabidopsis (Candela et al., 1999; Kang and Dengler, 2004; Rolland-Lagan et al., 2009) . Interestingly, the vein density decreases and increases in leaves formed later during rosette development in Columbia (Col) and Landsberg erecta (Ler) backgrounds, respectively. Moreover, the corresponding density values in Col background are generally lower than those in Ler. Measurements of leaf 3 show that densities of branching points and endpoints also peak at day 14, i.e. simultaneously with the vascular density ( Figure S2 ), and this is also the time at which the mean length of the free-ending veins is minimal (Figure 4d ). Three days later, at 17 DAS, the topology of the vascular pattern is complete, as reflected by the the vascular complexity (Figure 4h ) and the plateau reached for the number of end-points, branching points and areoles (Figure 4e-g ). In other words, the increase in total vein length at 17 DAS is primarily due to extension of the existing connections in the pattern. Interestingly, the numbers of end-points and branching points are strongly correlated (Figure 4i) . A linear regression analysis with the intercept at the origin results in an R 2 value of 0.98 for y = 3.6 x, indicating that, for every vascular end-point, a mean of 3.6 branching points are present in the leaf, independently of the developmental stage. This observation suggests a balance between formation of free-ending veins and connection of veins to the existing pattern. Furthermore, during the period of rapid pattern extension, from days 12-15, the mean areola area is relatively constant (Figure 4j ) but the number of end-points, branching points and areoles expands rapidly (Figure 4e-g ). Thus, the mean number of pattern elements per unit area, i.e. the scaling of the pattern, remains approximately constant during rapid tissue expansion. Such a typical pattern scale is consistent with selforganization hypotheses for leaf venation patterning, in which motile chemical signals (Meinhardt, 1976) , including auxin (Dimitrov and Zucker, 2006; Merks et al., 2007) , or mechanical strain Laguna et al., 2008) maintain a constant distance between newly formed pattern elements. Leaf growth creates more space between the permanently differentiated veins, driving further expansion of the network, but not necessarily meaning that areole areas are uniform across the leaf. A gradient in areole sizes from the centre of the leaf to the leaf margin has been reported (Rolland-Lagan et al., 2009). Larger areole areas near the middle of the leaf may be indicative of a stronger sink strength of the midvein compared to the higher order veins or may represent local growth differences. Taken together, analysis of vascular differentiation during leaf development using the LIMANI framework provides a better insight into the patterning process. It showed that active expansion of the differentiated venation starts at the transition from primary to secondary leaf morphogenesis and ends before the shutdown of cell expansion. Furthermore, our analysis revealed a balance between the formation of new veins and the connection of veins to the existing pattern, and suggests a self-organizing mechanism for leaf venation patterning, followed by uniform expansion of a terminally differentiated pattern.
Cellular traits affect vascular patterning
In addition to analysis of vascular development in wild-type plants, we assessed whether cell density and leaf size affect vascularization. To this end, we studied the vascular topology in six transgenic lines with contrasting cellular and leaf growth traits that have been described previously. These lines included the grandifolia mutants gra2-D and gra3-D, which contain a large segmental duplication in the lower part of chromosome 4 (Horiguchi et al., 2009) , an overexpression line for the CYCLIN D2;1 gene (35S::CYCD2;1) (Qi and John, 2007) , the SHORT-ROOT and SCARECROW mutants shr-6 and scr-3 (Fukaki et al., 1996; Gallagher et al., 2004) , and an over-expression line for the cell-cycle inhibitor KIP-RELATED PROTEIN 2 (35S::KRP2) (De Veylder et al., 2001) . Analysis of the vascular pattern of these lines was used for a correlation study between vascular parameters and leaf and cell growth traits. To obtain a better understanding of the effect of foliar cellular content on the vein patterning process, we determined the final leaf size, mesophyll cell area and mesophyll cell number per leaf in first-node leaves of the six transgenic lines, and compared them to the wild-type measurements at 24 DAS (Table 1) . These cellular measurements were repeated on additional leaves at 8 DAS, early during vascular patterning of the firstnode leaf pair (data not shown), allowing calculation of the number of cells produced per cell between 8 and 24 DAS ( Table 1 ). The latter measurement was used as a proxy for the length of the cell proliferation phase in the leaf. The rationale behind the use of this numerical proxy is that 8 DAS is the time point at which the cell-cycle arrest front is usually established in leaves 1 and 2 of Arabidopsis, and that the leaves stop growing and reach a mature developmental stage at 24 DAS. The number of cells produced per cell between 8 and 24 DAS relates to the number of cell divisions between establishment of the cell-cycle arrest front and maturity on an individual cell basis, and thus serves as a reliable proxy for the length of the proliferation phase.
gra2-D and gra3-D produced large leaves primarily due to an increase in cell number as a consequence of an extended cell proliferation phase. This phenotype is more pronounced in gra3-D than in gra2-D, as reported previously (Horiguchi et al., 2009) . In the CYCD2;1 over-expression line, the cell number increased twofold, accompanied by a similar decrease in cell size, without a drastic effect on the final leaf size (Qi and John, 2007) . The leaves of scr, shr and 35S::KRP2 lines were smaller than those of the wild-type. In the scr and shr mutants, the reduction was mainly due to a decrease in cell number, caused by a longer cell-cycle duration, together with an earlier exit from the cell proliferation phase in the case of shr, explaining its more drastic phenotype (Dhondt et al., 2010) . In the 35S::KRP2 line, the extreme reduction in cell number was partially compensated for by a strongly increased cell size (De Veylder et al., 2001) . Leaves at 24 DAS were also utilized to analyze the vascular network by means of LIMANI. Vascular measures were obtained for all lines (Table S1) , and correlations with leaf area, cell area, cell number and cell production per cell between days 8 and 24, corresponding to the duration of the cell-proliferation phase, were calculated for each of the vascular parameters (Figure 5a) . The strongest correlation for most vascular parameters was found with the leaf area. Among these, the highest correlation was between leaf area and the total length of the vascular pattern (R 2 = 0.98) (Figure 5b ). This suggests that formation of the vascular network and the space available within the leaf are tightly linked, in accordance with a self-organizing mechanism for pattern formation. The selected transgenic lines, together with the wild-type, covered a large range of leaf sizes, from 2 to 55 mm 2 (Figure 5b ). The length of the proliferation phase was also strongly correlated with most vascular parameters. The fact that cell production is the only indirect measurement, derived from the difference between samples at 8 and 24 DAS, in this correlation analysis underlines the strength of this relationship even more. This finding confirms that modifications of cell proliferation patterns are correlated with changes in vein complexity (Kang et al., 2007) , and is in line with the correlation found between termination of vein formation and mesophyll differentiation . However, in our data set, the duration of cell proliferation and final leaf size were also very well correlated (R 2 = 0.95), making it difficult to separate the effect of the length of the cell proliferation phase and overall leaf growth on development of the vascular network. For the mean length of the free-ending veins, vascular density and the mean areole area, the highest correlation was found with total cell number in the leaf (Figure 5a ). Furthermore, vascular density and mean areole area were the only parameters that significantly correlated with the mesophyll cell area (Figure 5a ). Analysis of vascular patterning during leaf growth revealed that the number of areoles stabilized while the leaf was still growing (Figure 4a,g ), suggesting that expansion of the cells enclosed by the areole drove the increase in areole area during the later stages of leaf development. The more cells enclosed by the areole at that stage, the larger the net effect of expansion of the individual cells, explaining the observed correlations with the areole area. The same reasoning can explain the negative correlation with vascular density: the more cells in the leaf, the higher the net impact of expansion of the individual cells on enlargement of the network and the less dense the network will be at maturity. Moreover, the time window during which this process occurs has already started at shutdown of the vascular patterning, which is earlier during leaf development than observation of a stabilized differentiated pattern (17 DAS). Another interesting observation is the strong correlation between the numbers of end-points and branching points (Figure 5c) . A linear regression analysis with the intercept at the origin resulted in an R 2 value of 0.98 for y = 2.74 x, indicating that the balance does not depend on the foliar cellular content. In comparison with leaf 3 from the developmental study, leaf 2 contains fewer branching points per end-point. A significant deviation from this constant is found for transgenic lines that are affected in the connection of vascular strands to pre-existing vascular bundles, such as ron1/fry1/sal1, fkd2/sfc/van3 and cvp2, which have an open vascular pattern as a consequence (Steynen and Schultz, 2003; Carland and Nelson, 2004; Robles et al., 2010) .
These correlation studies reveal that many vascular phenotypes are linked to developmental changes. As vein patterning and growth occur concurrently, these processes are closely related. A shift in the developmental timing of cell proliferation or cell expansion, or a change in the cell division or cell expansion rate, will have a significant impact on a number of vascular parameters in the leaf. Hence, the observed vascular phenotype may be a primary as well as a secondary effect of the perturbation. In addition, a strong link between vascular patterning and leaf shape has been observed. Nevertheless, the question remains whether a change in leaf shape is the cause or consequence (or both) of the change in vascular patterning (Dengler and Kang, 2001; Runions et al., 2005; Fujita and Mochizuki, 2006) . As vascular differentiation occurs relatively late in development, we assume that the influence of a fully functional and differentiated venation pattern on leaf shape and growth is rather limited, especially because differentiation of the midvein takes places near the end of the cell proliferation phase, the timing of which is strongly correlated with the final leaf size. This indicates that growth factors delivered locally by the differentiated vascular bundles probably do not contribute much to the final leaf size. However, at the time of vascular patterning, while the leaf is still proliferating, the developing vasculature also transports growth factors within the leaf, including auxin. The transport of these factors can affect local cell division and expansion, suggesting that removal of growth factors by the developing venation pattern may have more impact on leaf growth than their supply by the differentiated network. Nevertheless, the positive correlation of leaf vein density with the photosynthetic rate supports the hypothesis that vein positioning limits photosynthesis via its influence on foliar hydraulic efficiency (Brodribb et al., 2007) . Thus, a high vascular density in old leaves, acting as a source tissue, may increase the production of photoassimilates, which, after transportation, may drive growth in young leaves, acting as a sink tissue. A careful analysis of leaf growth in various mutants or ecotypes with an altered vascular density may resolve this question.
In conclusion, the online framework LIMANI was developed for analysis of vascular networks in leaves, allowing automatic segmentation and measurement of venation patterns and including an interactive interface for manual segmentation corrections. This tool enables more quantitative analysis of vascular mutants and is able to generate data that are necessary to test various theoretical and mathematical models describing the underlying mechanisms of vascular patterning Rolland-Lagan and Prusinkiewicz, 2005; Runions et al., 2005; Dimitrov and Zucker, 2006; Feugier and Iwasa, 2006; Merks et al., 2007; Laguna et al., 2008) . We used the LIMANI framework to study vascular differentiation during leaf development and to analyze the venation pattern in transgenic lines with Automated image analysis of leaf venation patterns 9 contrasting cellular and leaf growth traits. The results show the evolution of vascular traits during leaf development, and suggest a self-organizing mechanism for leaf venation patterning. We examined the effect of cellular content and leaf growth on vein patterning, and revealed a tight balance between the number of end-points and branching points within the leaf vascular network, independent of the leaf developmental stage and cellular content, but dependent on the position of the leaf on the rosette. These findings indicate that use of LIMANI can lead to a better understanding of the interaction between two processes occurring concurrently in leaf development, i.e. vascular patterning and leaf growth. 
Sample preparation and imaging
Leaves were harvested, cleared in 100% ethanol, and subsequently cleared and stored in lactic acid for microscopy. In cases of strong starch accumulation, the leaves were briefly cleared in a solution of 80 g chloral hydrate, 20 ml glycerol and 10 ml water. The cleared leaves were whole-mounted on slides in lactic acid and studied using a dark-field MZ16 stereomicroscope (Leica, http://www.leicamicrosystems.com/). To overcome highlighting of scratches on the images, the glass object surface was replaced with the plastic lid of a square 9 · 9 cm Petri dish (Greiner Bio-One, http://www.greinerbioone.com/). Images were captured using a DS-5Mc camera (Nikon, http://www.nikon.com/) mounted on the stereomicroscope.
Image analysis and framework set-up
The Leaf Image Analysis Interface (LIMANI) is available online at http://limani.psb.ugent.be/, and is supported by the current versions of the Firefox, Google Chrome, and Safari web browsers. Demonstration videos that illustrate the functionality of the framework, FAQs, and user support are available online. The image analysis algorithms were written in Python, using the SDC Morphology Toolbox for Python (http://www.mmorph.com/pymorphpro/). The web interface was built using standards-compliant HTML5, with Java script to enable greater interaction with the user and making use of the Google Closure Library (http://code.google.com/closure/ library/). All web pages are served by the Python Django web framework (http://www.djangoproject.com/) on top of Apache (http://www.apache.org/). Static data (e.g. images or scripts) are served by Apache as is. Celery was chosen as the task queue server (http://celeryproject.org/). AMQP messaging was utilized to distribute tasks among multiple computers and multiple processes. The web server is incorporated into the data protection protocol of the Department of Plant Systems Biology, where the server is located.
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